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Sedghizadeh, and M. A. Gundersen, "Nanosecond pulsed plasma dental probe", Plasma Processes Representative recent achievements specifically related to nanosecond pulsed power:
1) Development of a new type of magnetic pulse compression (MPC) line that is capable of achieving voltage multiplication at 100% energy transfer using less magnetic material than traditional lines. Sharing similarities with the stepped impedance transmission line invented by I. Smith and S. Darlington, as well as Fitch's resonant voltage doubler, this line makes use of precharged capacitors. An energy and charge conservation analysis shows that properly choosing the pre-charge voltage of downstream capacitors enables voltage multiplication at full energy transfer. This is not possible for traditional magnetic compression lines, which can only achieve voltage multiplication at the expensive of energy transfer. Applying the analytical results to a practical four stage line has resulted in a design that is capable of producing an output pulse with a nominal voltage gain of 5 and full energy transfer to the load. This is a meaningful improvement over traditional pulse compression lines, which sacrifice 25% of the initially stored energy for a 50% increase in voltage amplitude per stage.
2) Reduction of jitter in high rep rate MPC systems to less than 1.5% by means of a simple core reset method that requires only a single snubber. Amplitude jitter is frequently a problem in high rep rate systems due to difficulties associated with resetting the cores to a consistent initial flux. As the time between output pulses reduces, core reset circuitry typically becomes more complex as higher voltages are required. In order to avoid additional high voltage circuitry that would be required for an active reset approach, a simple method has been developed that only requires a simple resistive snubber. A flux conservation analysis indicates that, provided the given reset time is approximately 5 times larger than the snubber's time constant, choosing a snubber with a value C*V o /Φ where C is the stage's capacitance, V o is residual voltage, and Φ is the magnetic flux, will fully balance the core's flux while leaving no residual energy in the system. This approach was applied to a 10kHz unit, and the output jitter was reduced from 40% (in the case of no reset or inadequate reset) to less than 1.5%. The tradeoff to this approach is increased dissipation, however, for applications with modest average power (< 1kW), this approach significantly reduces complexity. It also reduces system size for modest rep rates, roughly 10 kHz and below. This approach can be utilized over a large range at a fixed energy cost, up to the point where the snubber's time constant begins to approach the resonant period of the compression stage. At this limit, the fraction of the stored energy that must be reserved for reset grows proportionally with (PRR) 2 , where PRR is the repetition rate.
3) Improved design for electromagnetic compatibility and the development of diagnostics for measuring instantaneous power delivered to complex loads. Practical use of these systems often takes place in a lab environment in the vicinity of sensitive equipment that is easily perturbed by EMI produced by fast rising, high voltage pulses. These laboratory experiments also frequently involve pulsing complex loads that have unknown, time-varying impedances, making it difficult to measure energy that is delivered on timescales of a few nanoseconds. We have addressed these challenges in the last year by redesigning the layout and subsystem assembly of our high repetition rate units (those most likely to generate EMI) and by designing a custom broadband, high voltage rated power monitor that provides time-resolved voltage and current traces for risetimes as fast as 2 ns. This power monitor is modular, enabling the user to connect it directly to the load, thus alleviating the need to correct for propagation effects that cable interconnect has on fast pulses measured at the output of the generator. This system has proven to be electrically quiet, producing no observable noise in multiple experiments in the last 12 months, including two at the Combustion Research Facility at Sandia National Laboratory and one at the Naval Postgraduate School.
